WORLD HISTORY SEMINAR
Lent term 2018

5 pm, Magdalene College, Cripps Room 3, (unless otherwise indicated)

Feb 1 (Room 5)
Joanna Lewis (LSE):
‘Empire of Sentiment: The Death of Livingstone in the Myth of Victorian Imperialism’

Feb 8 (Room 4)
Thom Rath (LSE):
‘Burning the Archive, Building the State? Legibility, Deniability and US Power in Postwar Mexico’

Feb 15
Kim Wagner (Queen Mary):
‘But from the Skulls of the Slain: Empire, Violence and the Collection of Human Remains’

Feb 22
Benedetta Albani (Max Planck Institute, Frankfurt):
Empire and Religion: The Catholic Church and the Rise of an early modern Global Information Regime

March 1
Armelle Enders (University of Paris, 8):
‘The Original Sin of the Brazilian “New Republic”. What democracy after the military dictatorship (1985-9)?’

March 8
Andrew Arsan (Cambridge):
‘Intervention: An Imperial Genealogy’

March 15 (Room 5)
Sebastian Conrad (Berlin):
‘Negotiating global standards: Architecture and Aesthetics in the late nineteenth century’

Convenors: Saul Dubow and Gabriela Ramos